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BASKETBALL
SEASON ON
GameWith Bozeman Shows Mill~rs Have
Unexpected Strength.
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The basketball season has started at
last with the first real game for the
M:inersheld at Bozeman with the State
COllegeteam last Saturday.
There is
lteen competition for places on the team
and although this makes it disagreeable
for some aspirants, the school as a whole
is benefited by having a stronger team.
Although a score was predicted by bets
Illadeat Bozeman which would tally from
forty to fifty points in favor of the State
team, the final account was only 37-16

A.S.S.M. GAINS
ON H. S.GAME ,
WE ARE SENDING YOU OUR SINCEREST WISHES
FOR A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND WHEN CHRISTMAS DAY HAS PASSED
AWAY MAY THE MANY GOOD THINGS WE WISH
FOR YOU LINGER UNTIL CHRISTMAS
COMES AGAIN
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PRESIDENT CRAVEN RESIGNS
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The football battle between Butte and
Billings, held at Clarks Field, Butte;
the last Thanksgiving day was a suecess from every way possible. Everyone
concerned is happy; happy in defeat or
victory, as the case may be. The Mines'
Student Association has the least reason
to complain, since the game has helped
materially toward financial rehabilitation of the association's finances.
Mr. Walter T. Scott who is largely responsible for acquiring for the School of

on

in
its favor.
lin to
thewipe
second
the
Mines
thisthesource
of revenue
miners
threatened
out half,
the diftige, has
following
to say: and presference but there was not enough time"
"From the School of Mines standpoint,
left to do it in. There will undoubtedly
the annual high school state championbe another game with the same adver-, SCHOOL OF MINES IIEAD'S RESIGNATION IS ACCEPTED BY THE STATE ship football games of 1927, held under
saries
and Coach McAuliffe is confident,
the auspices of the institution as its cont
BOARD OF EDUCATION, EFFECTIVE JUNE 30, 1928
hat the Mines team will win in that
tribution to the interscholastic activities
COntest.
At the meeting of the State Board of at Helena on a special train, the regular fostered by the various parts of the UniThe game with the State Normal Col- Education held at Helena on the 16th of train raving been stalled by snow, a ques_jVersity of Montana, was a distinct suc(Continued on Page Five)
this month, Mr. G. W. Craven presented tion concerning a regional normal school
(Continued on Page Six)
his resignation through one of the board at Havre was considered. This was fol"
members, Mr. J. H. Rowe.
lowed by a conference between the ChanThe resignation follows a long contro- cellor and the special investigation comversy over the administration at the Mon- mittee lasting several minutes. At the
tana State School of Mines. Last June conclusion of the conference, the comthe Board of Education appointed a com- mittee returned to the rest of the board
mittee consisting of J. H. Rowe, of Butte; and Mr. Rowe took from his pocket ·Mr.
GOld, Silver and Bronze Medals to Go W. M. Johnston, of Billings, and F. Eliel, Craven's resignation which read as fol- Boardman Talks on Mine Safety and
of Dillon, to make a study of the state's lows: "1 herewith submit my resignato Winners of Tourney.
Moser on Mechanical Engineering.
mining Institution. Thoro .. re several tion as president of the state school of
A tourney of singles in the Irish Na- conferences at Helena and at Butte with mines effective at the pleasure of the
The series of professional lectures
tional game of handball is to be held at, the final development of a difference of board."
started last fall for the benefit of the
the resumption of school in J"anuary. To opinion between the school's president
Mr. Rowe then asked the governor for school students and others interested, is
make things more interesting, the A. S. and the board over administrative mat- an executive session for the consideration still going strong. The sixth lecture was
!S. M. is getting three medals which will tel's.
of ¥r. Craven's resignation. The gover- given by "Mr. Geo. Moser, for many years
be given to the ones taking first, second
The findings of the special committee nor assented and at the conclusion of the master mechanic of the Butte and Suand third places in the tourney.
were turned over to the governor several session, lasting several hours, announce- perior Mining Company, at the chemistry
lianball has always had an appeal to weeks ago and were discussed before the ment was made that Mr. Craven's resig- lecture room on November 30th, with
the students at the School of Mines and board at its meeting on December 16. nation had been accepted as of June 30, President George W. Craven, of the
Interest in the tourney this year will un- Just what they were is not known at 1928.
school, presiding.
!loUbtedlysurpass that of all the previous present as they were taken up with Mr.
Mr. Craven has been associated with
Mr. Moser's subject covered both pracYears on account of the medals. If the Craven's resignation. in an executive ses-, the State School of Mines for many years tical and technical details on mechanical
nUmberof entrants falls below twenty, a sion of the board.
and has been Its president since 1921. In engineering as applied to modern mining.
(Continued on Page Seven)
As soon as Chancellor Brannon arrived
(Continued on Page Seven)
(Continued on Page Six)

lIandball Players
to Get Medals
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A crobolitan
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High School Championship Game Helps
A. S. S. M. Finances.
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Series of Lectures
Continues
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A monthly publication published at
Butte, Montana, by the students of the
Montana State School of Mines.

of thirty-two pages were released.
the present year, three .issues have
}eft the presses, each issue consisting of
eight pages.
At two different times have contribution, boxes (for text) been installed in the
lobby of the school with the hope that
bashful students might leave their stories,
jokes, and other written matter there.
The venture has not been successful,
however. The Acropolitan is still ready
to receive any and all articles of interest
written by students, alumni and faculty
members, and will publish them if they
are worthy.

December 23, 1927

Moral: don't let anyone tell you that mthere is nothing left to be discovered by
the average man.
We grieve to think what has become
of the Anderson-Oarltsle
Society. Sponsor
of those delightful banquets at which the

I
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MINES CALENDAR
OF SCHOOL EVENTS

_s

MONDAY, JAN. 2, 1928
Christmas recess ends.
FRIDAY OR SATURDAY, Jan. 6 or 7
STAFF
elite of the student body listened to talks
Basketball-Mines vs. Ricks College)f "men who know," it has become as ac- Mines Gymnasium.
Editorial
tive as the dodo. Is it that the lecture
JANUARY 20 and 21
Editor
ChieL
_H. F. Weyerstall
st.
and
Assoctate Editor
_._.F. E. Johnson
series has replaced it? We dislike that
Basketball-Intermountain
idea. The society gave more than a few Charles-Helena.
,"
Mall'ao'eriaf
.:.
-: -. .~.
'.
~
JANUARY 26 or 27
Business Manager .._
_Don Mitchell
ideas from dinner speakers. It furnishBasketball-Mines
vs. Billings polyCirculation Manager. .._Jake Brunner
ed the means to students to train them- technic-Mines Gymnasium.
Reportorial
The editor of one of the leading month- selves in the behavior at dinners and
FEBRUARY 17
Alumni.
.__
. ..
.__A. E. Adami
Basketball-Mines vs. Bobcats-Mines
lies of America devoted to science comes similar functions. Because of it, many
Special
_
__
.. W. T. Scott
Gymnasium.
Bentors
.._ _.._.
__
Gene Boyce forth with an article which tends to prove students (and alumni) now know which
Juniors ..... _.
.__. Marcus McCanna that the realm of science has been prett: fork to pick up first. It makes us think I
Sophomores
.... _... __. Jean McGregor
of the quip we once laughed at: that EXCHANGE NEWS AND COMMEN'l'
Freshmen __ _._._.
Patricia Alsop thoroughly explored. He advises the amdancing was a compulsory subject at
Co-Eds __.
_._
_
. Ceil Maillet bitious and idealistic youth who has, in West
Point.
The MISSOURI MINER, a ten-page
Athletics _
..__
.__
.__
_E. Little
Athletics
_
.. W. Bullwinkle the past, been responsible for making
weekly, published at Rolla, Missouri, deSpecial .._.
W. P. Greenwood science what It is today, to abandon
votes the majority of space in its NoY.
Elders are prone to take the younger
thoughts as to a future in research work generation to task for its failure to take 14 issue to football, accounts of recent
The Acropolitan.
iccordmg to this savant, the little re seriously, matters which should be of games, as well as histories of past football relations with other colleges, being
In the latter part of 1923, the alumni, malning to be discovered will be dis- great concern to it. Parents are shocked
featured.
to
see
the
present
boys
and
girls
swing
and leaders among the student body and iovered in large and expensive researcl.
The M. C. M. LODE announces in its
faculty united in an effort to provide a .aboratories, which are, quite naturally {rom one hobby to another, and from one
Nov.
18 issue an essay contest, on the
job
to
another.
In
a
way,
this
serves
means to promote activities at the school, mt of reach of the ordinary individual
subject, "How I Happend to Come to
a
useful
purpose
however.
Eventually,
to keep graduates more intimately con- The two exceptions to this being the disMichigan Tech." The Lode offers a fiyenected with the school, and to keep a rovery of new stars, by amateur astron- under such a procedure, members of the
dollar prize for the best essay submitted;
younger
generation
will
find
the
work
record of all events which would in gen- omers; and the recognition and preseranother feature is that the English deeral, interestmernbers, and past mem- vation of remnants of life of past ages they like best and will be more successpartment is giving credit for the five
ful
than
those
who
in
the
past
took
up
a
bers of the school. It was clearly re- which may be uncovered by accident.
best stories.
alized that only through some sort of a
Now, belonging to that type of youth trade or profession merely to oblige their
parents.
"The idea is to get a story of the most
periodical could all of these ambitions which has the editor's sympathy, we will
unusual
circumstances that have brought
be attained.
take exception to the article and shall
New York, N. Y.-(By New Student a student to this school. Not only for
The members of the alumni living in attempt to show, by example, just why it
Service)-These are busy day for the this reason are these stories wanted, but
and about Butte furnished the money to belongs to the same category as the reeducational reformers, both those who are they might open up avenues of attractstart the periodical, a staff was selected 'quest made fifty years ago that the patent
instituting reforms and those who are ing students here that have not yet been
from members of the student body and office be closed "on account of most of
writing critiques for the magazines. Uni- ~ii~covered. The essays must be an o:~
issue number I, Volume number one, the worth-while inventions having been
versity of Michigan has definitely deter- Iginal and truthful account of now y
made its way out of the presses on De- made."
mined to begin, next fall, the plan of .happened to come to this school."
fit
cember 14, 1923.
Let us assume that we have before us
conferring two years diplomas on stuA contest of thiS. type should be~:ea
A name for the publication stumped the raw material for a pioneer in science,
dents deemed incapable of arr
the M. C. M. T. gl eatly, and the
everyone concerned for a while, so a con- business, engineering, or some other proc rrying up.
h ica1
per division work. Some difficulty is an- :nllght be adopted by other tec n
test was held to provide prospective fession in which a man's achievement denames and to select one as the most pends to a marked degree on his ability ticipated in the matter of selection, even schools to advantage.
suitable. Out of some eighty odd names to visualize. We have then, a young man. President Little, foremost exponent of the
--the final choice was the name "The Ac- (Apologies to the ladies). Constantly he plan, questioning grades as a suitable and
The Mt. st. Charles PROSPECTOft
ropolitan." The name was proposed by hears persons bewail their neglect to honest criterion. None the less, the plan /gives headlines to their justly famoUS
Mr. ·C. Wilson, an alumnus now studying capitalize on some economic change or will be tried.
football team in the Nov. 15 issue. IiOWin Germany, and was coined from the development. He listens to: "If I had
As the Daily Princetonian comments ever, the paper is well balanced as to subworel Acropolis. As most of us know, the known forty years ag<r-" disinterestedly, "With Michigan trying the two year dip- ject matter, and is one of the best on
Acropolis was the hill at Athens on which plants himself forty years hence and then loma; with Wisconsin studying separate I~ur exchanges.
were built several temples; notably, the looks back. He pictures in his mind the civilizations as a Whole instead of dis--Parthenon, or temple of learning.
The economic conditions existing then. Will connected miscellaneous courses; with
The NORTH CENTRAL NEWS, pubanalogy between Butte and Athens in the natural oil be needed? he muses. Why Antioch' combining manual and mental -lished weekly by students of the North
way of the hill, the temple and of the yes, It's necessary for the lubrication of labor ~ its curriculum; with Harvard in- Central High School, Spokane, is a neW
seat of learning is at once apparent.
machinery. But natural oil will be gone troducing twoo weeks reading periods' be- addition to our exchange list. It is jJ,
In its first year, there were six issues by then. Will they use oils of animal or fore exammattons; with Pnnceton ex- large, well-arranged paper of four pages,
of the paper, totaling forty pages. These plant extraction? No=-too expensive. Can perimenting with the four course plan and is printed by the students, themwere released by Mr. A. E. DeCelles, the they get it some other way? Well, let's and preceptorial system, we are entitled selves.
first editor. Mr. J. Rudolph, the first I,see. Maybe they can synthesize it. Oils 'I to hop.e for better t-hings in the line of
associate editor, succeeded Mr. DeCelles '-hydrocarbons-hydogen
and carbon, education in the course of the next few
The MOUNTAINEER, Butte Iiigh
.
.
years"
at the end of the first year and start- hydrogen fro mwater and carbon from
School's newspaper, follows in its NOY'
ed the second year. Mr. W. Tanner suc- coal, mix them under proper conditions
2 issue, the Thanksgiving season eUsceeded Mr. Rudolph during the same· such as temperature, and pressure, pooNEW STAFF MEMBERS
tC)mof boosting the football team. ,\I~
year: and continued as editor during the ~ibly a catalyst might come in handy.
most the entire front page is is deyote
Subscription rate $1.00 per year.

in

I

I

I
I

paper,~. third year. Six issues totaling
thil;ty-eight pages appeared in the school
year.'24-'25, while five issues adding up
to ~l;i.irty-twopages left the printers during the school year '25-'26, the' paper's
third year. The fourth year started out
with Mr. C..C. Goddard, Jr., the associate
editor of the previous year, handling the
editor's job. During Mr. Goddard's tenure of office, which continued for the
school year of '26-'27, fivJ! issues conslst-

His mind vibrates with interest in artificial "natural" oil. He starts to work,
and In a few years brings forth the perfection of an idea which is of unesti·mable value to mankind; all in a home
laboratory.
Far fetched and unreal as the example
;may Seem, ithasactually occured. The
exhaustion 'of oil has been delayed for
many hundred years, and this by an
amateur scientist of moderate means,

I

.

Several new members have been added
to the staff of the "Acropolitan" last
,week. Wm. Bullwinkle and Eugene LittIe are reporting on athletics, replaCing
Carlos Sullivan, who has left school. Mr.
W. T. Scott, in view of his neat, prompt
and dare we say voluminous work has
been made special reporter. Mr.
P.
Greenwood, formerly of, Idaho Tech
where he helped WIth publications, has
also been made a special reporter.

.:.v.

to Butte's Championship team, a large
cut of the squad being featured at tl1e
top of the page. A picture of the band,
in uniform, occupies promiment space
n the third page.
Teacher: "Do you think autos are
uinlng the younger generation?"
Student: "No, I think the younger
...generation are ruining the autos.
The FERGUS, Lewistown.

..

THE
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SOME HIS';I'ORY OF ATHLETICS AT aanford Ladic, the other guard, won rec- .cluded a' 27-6 defeat of Mount St. Ch~rles
THE SCHOOL OF MINES
'ognitton by never allowing more than one in Butte, a 10-7 win from Montana Wesshot by the opposition when it came down leyan in Helena, and a 19-6 trouncing
By Prof. Walter T. Scott.
the floor. Hale, injured in football, was handed to Centerville, leaders for years,'
(Continued from the last issue)
!forced'out of play part of the time, this in Butte independent circles. The WesIn 1919, immediately following the war accounting for most of the defeats sur- leyan and the Centerville games were
there came a change in student affairs tered. Eddie Renouard, green at the be- especially well played.
.. ,
at the School of Mines. President C. H. ginning of the year, developed into a fine
Stars on the team that year included
Clapp had recognized previously the need guard for the final games.
Stephens, the 195-pound fullback, Bill
for a better organization of the various
The season's record was six victories Murphy at halfback, Borel attackle, .Lan-s,
student activities. In September of that and five defeats, three of these coming wehr at center, and "Dutch" Sareibich '
year the writer was added to the faculty because of a crippled squad. Montana the guard who did all the punting In to;'
to teach courses in English and econom- state College easily took the state cham- notch form. Several others were almost
.les and to take general charge of student pionship that year after taking a 24 to as deserving.
.,
.";
organizations.
20 victory from the Miners in Butte in
In basketball, Pittser had but one vet-'
One of the first steps was to organize a contest that is still remembered as a eran out for the ,qUintet, Sanford Ladle,
the Associated Students of the School of classic among college games in the city. and consequently spent much of the seaMines, a body which was intended to as- Mines was ahead until Hale was injured. son in building material. However, the:
surne the general direction of athletics, The return game was dropped in Boze- team that year took third place in M~n-,
forensics, publications, social affairs and man by a more decisive total. Games in tan a intercollegiate circles being topped
student government. During October and Missoula and Helena were lost to the, only by the University and the State ColNovember, a proposed constitution was State University and Mount st. Charles lege. The record shows six victories and
drafted and discussed, finally being ,respectively While the team was crip- six defeats, the second of the two coladopted early in December. The officers pled while another was dropped at Deer leges mentioned being responsible for'
together with myself constituted an ex- Lodge because of a weird combination of two-thirds of the defeats, the University
ecutive committee to handle matters circumstances that allowed a much in- grabbing the other two.
The victims
which were not submitted directly to the ,ferior independent team there to chalk were Montana Wesleyan, Mount St.
Association.
'up a win. The victories included a 29 Charles twice, Deer Lodge American Le"Belgian" Daerns, a former football to 25 triumph over the University of ,gion twice, and the Washoe A. ,C. of'
FRANCIS E. O'TOOLE PASSES
starat Montana State University, was se- Idaho, winner of second place on the pa_IAnaCOndri.. Pittser made some effort to
lected to act as football coach" a student cific Coast that year, a 15 to 14 defeat start baseball and track as interclass ach
activity fee providing part of his salary of Montana State Uni~ersity in Butte, a I tivities ~ut. found Butte spring weather
It ancis E. (Red) O'Toole was born in and funds for much-needed uniform defeat of Gonzaga, a win from Mount St. "rather difficult to say the least.
Uron, South Dakota, in 1904. He at- equipment. For the first time in history, ,Charles in Butte, and two defeats of
The year 1921-1922was a big one for
tended the grades and High School of an Ore Digger eleven appeared that fall Montana Wesleyan.
Montana Mines football and basketball.
ItoqU.
OIS,South Dakota, and started his )1n suiits th a t were a II al'k
I e except fIt
or
n erest' in athletics grew very defin- Both t eams were strong and made fine
COllegetraining at the South Dakota size. Daems had no nucleus of exper- itely during the year of 1919-1920. In showings. Four victories, two ties, and'
SchOOl
" City, where he 11enced
of' Mines, Rapid
. players from the previous year the spring every student ' that is everv
. two defeats were on the football list with
star
on which to develop a team. He had to man, agreed to raise the activity fee to third place in the standings with an arb. red in basketball, and became a mern- begin from the ground up. As a result $10.00 where it' has been ever since and gument for second. The season opened
~r of the Phi Kappa Phi Fraternity. the Miners dropped the first four con-I in . addition to ~onate the proceeds of a with a 26 to. 0 trimming handed to -Mount
the fall of 1925, Mr. O'Toole trans- tests, one to Montana Wesleyan, now shift in the mmes towards securing a 1St. Charles 111 Butte. The following week
ferred to the Montana State Schooi of Intermountain Union, at Helena, one to full-time coach. The check next falllPittser departed with his squad on a nine!.tines
, a ft er havi
avmg spent some tiirne a t Montana State College at Bozeman, one showed that there was not a slacker in day trip east, halting at Billings -long
th.e
to Montana State University at Mis- college, every single man coming through I nough to slaughter Billings Polytechnic
q,t\J.
Practical end of mining in the Coeur soula, and one to Gonzaga at Spokane, as agreed,
55 to 0, then downing Spearfish Normal
enes, and in Butte.
The uncertainty of financial support in
The choice for the new posttion fell 'at Spearfish, South Dakota, 22-14 on CoAt Montana Mines he was a very hard Butte led to scheduling these games on Chester M. Pittaer; a four sport star Ilumbus Day, winding lip at Rapid City,
Worker. "Red" O'Toole, as he soon came .away from home. The final contest, a at the Colorado School of Mines who had South Dakota, where a 0-0 tie was playto b
~eturn game in Butte with Montana Wes- had some experience at coaching. Pitt- ed with South Dakota School of Mines,
e called by his friends, rapidly earn- leyan played at Columbia Gardens on a ser, now head coach at Miami University the Black Hills Ore Diggers being ex~ ,
eq a place as one of the most popular snowy field, resulted in a decisive vic- lin Ohio after two years on the staff of ,tremely lucky to escape defeat.
The re~en on the campus. In the fall of '26, tory for Daems' aggregation. The star I coaches at the University of Illinois, action from the Dakota trip was too
C~was elected president of the Junior of the team that year was "Chuck" MC-[knew his stuff and secured good results i'much for the Miners the following Sat-'
tq s, having previously been voted a Auliffe, now coach at the Mines, who from the material available.
He devel- urday and they lost 26 to 0 at Bozeman
lU
elh.berof the Anderson-Carlisle Tech- was given all state 'honors at quarter- oped interest, increased the size of the 0 the State College which later lost 17
tq:al Society. At this time, however, back by all the newspaper critics. Borel squads out for the teams, and kept things "to 0 to Montana Wesleyan Which the
atlSfortune overtook him, and a severe at tackle, Mueller at end and Maloney at moving generally,
,School of Mines outplayed but tied 0-0
thtackof rheumatism caused him to lose guard won considerable recognition also,
There was quite a nucleus of veterans a week after Wesleyan's exploit. That
e remainder of his Junior year.
There were not enough funds avail- for the team that year, but it took the the team was off-color in Bozeman w~s
Starting school again as a Junior at able after the football season to hire a whole season to weld them into a good also evidenced a week later when the
tl
"Ie beginning of the present semester, basketball coach so the writer by force aggregation that would stay steady under Utah Aggies, later winners of the Rocky
tl.ed"resumed the strenuous routine of of circumstancas took over the work'i fire, The record was four victories and ""rountain Conference championship Who
Workan d st udy, carrYing,
"
In a dd·t·
I lOn, th e Two squads and two schedules were car- four defeats. Two of the defeats should had previously defeated the Bobcats 35
lesPons'b'l·t·
f
th
't'
I I lies 0
e POSIIon as Adver- ried along through the season, varsity have been on the other side of the col- to 0, had to play their best to down Pittt,
tISing,"v.anager0f th e "M". Shortly af- ,,and freshmen. The varsity team when it limn as the Ore Diggers gave them away iller'saggregation 3 to 0 in Butte. As far
jet 1'hanksgiving he complained of feel- was at
its best was probably superior by inopportune misplays after having all as my recollection goes, this was as well
,,~gill, and on November 30, went to the to any that has sported the copper and the better of the argument through most played a college contest as the Butte fans
"os
, Pital, with pneumonia. On December green, this not because of the coaching of the contest. One of these was with have ever seen. Montana Minas' out,> he passed on, little more than a week but because of the ability of the players, our old rivals the Bobcats from Bozeman, gained Utah and stopped most of their
'ftet becoming sick.
Five of the squad were seniors and four they being allowed to leave the Colum- best plays. The visitors won through the
"
of them had played a little together pre- bia Gardens field ahead 7 to 6 after a agency of a drop kick which was acci-'
hi aed" O'Toole is sincerely mourned by I vlously. "Chuck" McAuliffe and Curtis terrible battle in the mud because of fail- dentally deflected by a Mines lineman
I SInany friends in Butte, and particular-IWilson were forwards, the latter since ure to cover a punt. The other was taken who almost blocked the try. Dick I'tomIiey"
: at the School of Mines. We have lost having been added to the Mines faculty by South Dakota School of Mines later in who had antiCipated an easy afterrioon,'
a friend and comrade high in ow' esteem, 'in the department of metallurgy. They the second half when the Miners went went back south congratulating' himself
ll!a.loYal
supporter of the school whose: were speedy and tricky and could hit the to pieces during the final four monutes on his escape.
',
CeWe feel can never be filled.
·Ibasket. "Dutch" Mueller at center had allowing forward passes to change what
The Englewood Athletic Club went,
A memorial service was held for Mr. the jump on every man he met and was promised to be a 9 to 0 win into a loss. down to a 28-0 defeat around' Armistice,:. '
C)''l'oole
in the chemistry lecture room at II whale at covering floor, guarding and Gonzaga met in Butte, and the Utah Ag- Day and the, season ended with' a ,bitter,;.;'
l:)Oon
following the day he died
Every passing with a knack of adding a basket gies played in Logan, Utah, were clear- ly-fought 0-0 tie in Butte at Clark park' "
~,t\ldentand member of the fac~lty stood now and then. Emmett Hale at running Iy superior el~vens and deserved their ,between Montana Wesleyan and the Ore
~?cOveredand in silence in respect for guard allowed few plays to get past him victories by the respective scores, of 47- lDiggers. Wesleyan had its 'greatest team,
'1I1h. for a period of thirty seconds.,
and fitted excellently into the attack. 7 and 21-0. The Ore Digger triumphs'iIi- that year but this team was bested by a

I

~K

I

T.H
wide ..rnargtn

.in yardage

and

was saved

from trouble only by the great punting
Bowers,
the

their

'Miners

WeSleyan

full

back.

were

close

always

"The stars

staved

that

on

Sliea . at

but

it off.

the

four men

all-state

col-

at center, Havey at end,

Bertoglio

at fullback.

quarterback,

bion Johnson

the

Eddie

Streibich

guards,

and

Shaw

and, Bill Murphy at halfback
almost

times

score

These four were Borel at

tackle, Landwehr
and johhn

a

year included

w:l).q were placed
Iegtate eleven.

Several
to

of

equally deserving

Al-

at end,

were others.

while Alex Mc-

Donald, Lester Bishop, Ingles Gay, Leonard Walde,
Hugh

Tom Baker,

Quinn

Wallis

were other

Lee, and

members

of the

a very fine aggre-

squad who comprised
gation,
,pOssibly the
basketball
actual

list

to

play.

developed

Incidentally
longest

review

is to

to second

of strength
March.

way
year

of games

w~n through

ed the

best

of that

The

place
in

the

schedule

give

14-Montana
State University
25-Billings
polytechniC
28-Columbus
Independents
27.,.,...Montana Wesleyan
21-Billings
polytechniC
19-Montana
State College
17-Montana
State College

T. A ,R

.

December

w ha t

~• If'rien d'h:
++............
SIPS,
~

~i~

Hur.

using

VIII.

that

Louis XIV
Whoosis Harrer.
With:
Warren,

1922 five Play-I

Mines 45--Butte
Y. M. C. A. Staff
Mines 33-Anaconda
Bankers
Mines 17-Utah
Aggies
Mines
Mines
Mines
Mines
Mines
Mines
Mines

Henry

and

Here are the resu It s:

a Mines team.

-

R. 0 p,O.L.r

rending

of

and

Thomson,

a burden
dreamless

happiest

as honorable

mention.

for

a pillow,

sleep.

fell

and sunniest

hour

State

College

18 world?

In the past, Hoskins

looked like

each and all.
Speech cannot contain
parting with this gentle,
pal.
"With such a comrade,

such a friend

I fain would walk till journey's end,
Through summer sunshine, winter rain

'r- -,-,--,-,-,--,-,,,,,;,
-

18 vent of modern

developed

and

Gene

by do-

"------------------------------

.:..:..:..:...:..:••:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:••:..:••:..:..:..:••:••:..:.

PAUMIE PARISIAN

.:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:••:..:..:••:..:..:••:••:..:..:..:.

they were fighters
and

Jimmy

hoop

as were Jimmy

Dougherty,

the

other

but

White
two

men on the team.
A sure shot among
the forwards with the floor ability of
anyone
of the three would have turned
the tide in half

the defeats.

JUNIOR
NOTES
'. .'

....

Francis

"Red"

~nd friend,

the action

leave with regtet

through

as did the fans in Butte
excel-

bearing

wordly

Brunner:

"What

are you going to write

on this

time?"

oUl: classmate

beyond

realm,

more

the

through

than

A prolonged

trial to a sensitive

man, a constant

upon

of mortal

the

powers

his

agony of
draft

endurance,

hours of deadly languor, through

days cif agony that

were not less agony

because silently borne.

ture.

by

the last few days which

he spent with us.

guished

bor-

removed

creditable

What

With clear, light,

he looked into the fu-

blight and ruin met his an-

eyes, whose lips may tdl.

0

..:.

What

';'Well, let's see. I think I'll write on-" 1 brilliant, broken plans, what baffled, high
Weyerstall:
A piece of paper."
ambitions,
what
sundering
of strong

.)
on Page
Seven
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H 0 l'd
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combinations in
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i

"A Treat For, Your
Table"
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i M ED LIN'S
I PHARMACY
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fVe Deliver
Park at Crystal
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OUt' ten-pay-plan
makes PUl'chasing more than a pleasUt'e

I

I 60UCHER'S.
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,
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in variety of pattorn and styles, to
llleet the tn tos of lIuyonc!
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,

i
i

I
I
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I Winter Styles
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j
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1887

Clec'l,u.ing

,,_.:

ICE eRE A."
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!!

at BROADWAY,:

Inc.
Dyeing and

Fl'ench
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... 60"rV . -3'sure
Our Custo?nm's' Goocls
alena, Cor. Dakota, Phone 516

in his whole life is more reor

and calm courage
your editorial

:i::i'

of an All-Wise Providence.

Nothing
markable

O'Toole,

has passed

del'S of this

During the following Summer, Coach
Pittser announced
that he had received
an offer from the University of Illinois
to join its staff for the new Coaching
School established there that year. The
athletes at the School of Mines saw him
because they had come to expect
lent work from his teams.

MAIN

,

Established

not always

Two

of seeing t~

(Continued

I 1

KODAK SPECIALISTS

two

*:i:

the

,_._._

,:

allowance

on Monday, Dec. 5th. 'l'b
(Fie on them)
were alSO

-

•

maChinery!

forwards, Mike Walsh, Lawrence Thomp-I
son, and Steve Giulio, were light and did
with

1

0

Havey

with a sterling center in Landwehr.

connect

1_

The main dope is that the boy had a
425 fight with his girl, so now he is going
~a~~~n~o h~~eC::~:~as

turing plant
metallurgists

I!, 1 SP'EC'lA L

THE NATIONAL HOTEL
Sullivan. & Swanson, Props. Phone 1943
701 Ut h A
a
ve
Butte, !\Iont.

,0

Mines.24-Butte

Pittser

it makeS
yOU call ~

arranged
ul
the Junior
miners shO
of inspection
through tb
Drill Company's ma-nufae

•

I,r.---------------------------,
! AL'S PHOTO SHOP

in Ladic

but

ments that
take a tour
Hawkesworth

desirous

•

...._n

team

words,

difference whether
woman the one or the other.

ne!1

=================
==============::::~
u

23 cess with women, you need curly hair
and a car. H said that it would be a
27 harder task to get the car since the addressing

synonymous

r

come pretty

a mighty

e

Mines 40-Mount
st. Charles
Mines 21-Waldron
Globe
Trotters, Minneapolis

hair

I

and "vision"

--Juniors Make Trip.
Professor A. E. Adami made

our regret at
kindly, manly

25 he had been leading a dog's life until
20 the morning' of Dec. 16, when the de11 cided change was noticeable.
When
29 questioned, he confided, that to be a suc-

this

being

sunken ship!
For, whether in midsea or
among the breakers of the farther shore,
a wreck must make at last the end of

Mines 21-Mount.
st. Charles
Mines 21-Montana
Wesleyan
Mi,Il.es 14-Gonzaga.
University
Mil1es 14-Montana
State University

guards

"Sight"

Weyerstall's
stock as a mineralogist
25 has taken a decided slump since he lost
14 his bet with Nig Warren as to the idenBe it known to all
36 tity of a specimen.
24 that this was a mineral specimen.
Attendances in the met classes the last
10

Mines 3D-Montana

,For

There may be a fuel shortage some
day, but there will never be a fool short-

of the voy-

sail to dash against the unseen rock and
in an instant hear the billows' roar, a

Normal
College

great

meet

age.

de-

State
State

Total

we shall

into

While yet in love

age, while eager winds are kissing every

Stable boy, Hoskins, by unanimous
cision.

Mines 18-Montana
Mines 24-Montana

Total 473

then ?-Farewell,

1927

again!"

with life and enraptured with the world,
he passed to silence and pathetic dust.
Yet, after all, it may be best, just in the

.42 week end of school were reduced a third
7 due to the absences of both Sigler and
16 Nightengale who took a trip to Helena
What causes a man to be melancholy
23
24
blue and wear a despondent look? And
16 then, what causes a man to' be wreathed
17 in smiles as if he hadn't a care in the

Boulevardll

And

sweet

,23,
.

hO;::~:~d ~::? a proud school, a great
During a noon hour last week, ene
.:••:_:••:••:..:_:_:_:_:_:••:_:_:_:_:••:_:••:••:••:_:_:_:••:••:. host of sustaining friends, a cherished
and ha.ppy mother, wearing the full, rich Class listened to a very enlightening talk
There has been a new course started
of the Mines'
honors
of her early toil and
tears. by Mr. A. 0. Dingman,
in the Mines that is not as yet in the
Though his soul was not shaken, his faculty, on the method of approaching
catalog.
The course is No. 104-A in tun,prospects and extracting
therefrom ads
companions
were thrilled with instant,
nel mining and is being conducted by
Mr. Dingman has had
profound, universal sympathy.
He was for the annual.
Professor Thomson.
Professor Thomson
masterful in his weakness, he became the quite a lot of experience along that line
received his degree on the Mines camand he dealt out a vast amount of incenter of sympathy and kind thoughts.
pus several years ago and since that
But .all the sympathy, kind thoughts, and formation, of which the theory is alrigbt
time he has spent several years in extenlove could not share with him in his suf- -so it ought to work. Harry Hinrichsen,
sive research on the subject. All pros- fering. With unfaltering front he faced business manager of the previous anpects desiring to enroll will please see
what was coming.
With unfailing ten- nual, told us about the campaign last
one of the professor's accomplices.
derness he took leave of life.
With year, and gave us a lot of inside dope.
Cota's interest in Italian desserts has
simple resignation he bowed to the Di- It's up to the class to go and get them,
become decidedly acute in the last month.
now.
vine Decree.
Deserts may be taken as dolls-and
How!
Notre Dame may be famous for its
But, my friends, he had not passed on
Wisps of Wisdom.
football teams, but the Senior class feels life's highway the stone that marks the
If you want to make enemies, e)(cell
that the Four Horsemen should go down highest point, being weary for the moin history as:
ment he laid down by the wayside and, others.
Ben

to

-
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December 23, 1927
BASKETBALL
(Continued

lege scheduled for December 15, was not
played, but will in all probability take
place when the Miners make the trip
south to play the Pocatello and Ricksburg, Idaho teams. The latt~r team is
to play the Miners here in Butte on January 5. Ricks College'is supposed to have
a pretty good team this year and the contest scheduled for that date should be
Worth while watching. The University
of Montana has a team coming over to
B~tt~ this winter to play two games at
least one of which will be played with
the Miners. If the Miners do not play
the other game with the Missoulians, the
Y. M. C. A. team will probably play them.
The Mines squad looked good in the
Mines-Centerville game considering the
time of the season. The passing was ragged but the basket-shooting was good,
ReIly and Kiely converting the majority
of their tries. The forward combination
of Kelly, Kiely and Dennehy worked very
nicely together on the floor. The guards
Matlock and Thompson worked very well
together.
The Centerville squad worked nicely but
could not break up the Mines defenses.
Coyle and Thierkoff scoring from long
shots. The Centerville guards, McGuinn
and Olsen were tough to break through.
The Mines subs numbering eight,
worked hard and from all appearances
they are going to make going tough for
the regulars to hold their positions.
Lineups.

Cenerville (15)
O'Brien
Forward
Thierkoff

Dennehy
Forward
R:iely

Coyle

.
Center

Matlock

Olsen
Guard

Thompson
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Mines (34)
R:elly

A, C R 0 POL

McGuinn

H. J. Murphy gives, us the following
guard and forward for the Mines base is set in concrete between the floor
QUintets for three seasons. He played beams so the socket is an inch below the letter from Russel Wirak, former Mines
with Butte High in '22 and looks better level of the floor. The posts can there- student, who entered West Point last
fore bet set up and taken down in a July. We surmise that a Plebe's life
this year than ever.
Dennehy, Tim. Tim played with Cen- couple of minutes. When the posts are is not all moonshine and joyrides.
tral before coming to the Mines; this be- out, the holes in the floor are covered "Dear Murph:
ing his second season with the Mines. with brass plates so as to cause no obWell, old dog, lots has happened since
struction for the basketball men.
The I saw you last. I am feeling fine, and
This looks to be Tim's big season.
Matlock, "Fat." Fat captained tne lines have been given a couple of coats hope you are the same.
Butte High team to a successful season in of white paint so they can easily be seen
But let's get around to West Point.
'23, he played with the Mines in '24 and on both sides of the net by the players. The "Beast Barracks" .were certainly
'25. Fat has played with the champion- However, in the early afternoon the sun- well named. Every morning th Plebes
ship teams in three amateur leagues in light through the south windows glares arise at 5:50 A. M. and it is hell from
the last two years. He looks like a on the floor making some parts of it then until taps at 9:30 P. M. A fellow
brighter than others so that a fast ball
mainstay this year.
has to strut around chest out, chin in,
Whalen, Pat. Pat a letter man from is sometimes hard to see on this account. eyes front everywhere, meals, lectures.
last year looks good at a guard this year. Shades for all of the windows on the drills, meals, etc. At a meal the Plebs
Jones, Johnnie. A man who appears south and west sides would eliminate this sit erect while seniors holler, at, any misto have lots of experience in Basketball is effect. These shades are needed not take in etiquette. I eat now so that
Johnnie. He has shown up very good so only for tennis, but for basketball as well. anything that falls from my spoon falls
far this year on the floor.
The only obstructions are the basketball on a protruding chest. A fellow can't
MaHagin, "Si." Si has had lots of ex- backboards which are a slight hindrance see his plate because his chest is out so
perience in amateur circles and is work- I to those who serve from the center of far; neither can he look off the table.
ing hard for a guard berth.
the base line.
"Uniforms! I brush my. gray striped
Little, 'Gene. Gene has played for two
Get your rackets out you tennis fiends
trousers till my arms ache. Every night
seasons and is trying for a guard po- and practice up for the tournaments to
I put them to bed (some operation) so
sition He is captain of this year's squad be held in the spring.
that they will have a nice crease m the
McCourt, Jim. Jim is working hard
morning. As for clothes I have eight
Now that tennis has been started in
for a regular forward position and looks
pair of duck trousers and multitudes of
the gymnasium, it has proven to be a
very clever on the floor.
shoes and other wear for. dress occasion.
McFarland and Sullivan are working favorable loafing place for "ye shieks
"When I get out of West Point, if I
and shebas" who do not play-at tennis.
hard for forward positions.
ever do, I will be a bootblack, valet and
With this squad out and working hard,
According to some of the tennis play- janitor. I shine my shoes five to ten
Coach McAuliffe is very much pleased
with the outlook on the basketball sea- ers, jay walking across the court with times a day, clean other articles, as soap
son. This winter the Miners will play someone is serving isn't healthy for lit- ..dishes, basins, etc., and keep my uni,form immaculate. Just the other day I
Intermountain, Mt. st. Charles, Idaho tie girls.
ifell into ranks looking like a General,
._.
-----------_.-----Tech, Ricksburg, and several other teams.
Ishoes glistening, uniform immaculate, tip
If you play a love game,
So far this season, they have won two
'top in every way when some sour-faced
out of every three games played.
The
Does the tennis court?
senior came up to me-I will give you
first team lost to was that of the Monthe ensuing conversation:
tana Hardware Co. Every Miner is cerI Senior:
"Well, Mr. Cumbpohn you're
tain that the Mines team can now best
a mess; what's your name?"
that team. Get behind the team and give
Me: "New cadet Wirak, Sir."
them all the support that you can and
it will do all it can for you and the
Senior: "Well, look at this Mr. DuButte
57 'V. Broadway
school.
(Continued on page 'Six )
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SHEETS-POWELL
Jewelers

I
I

Guard
TENNIS NOTES
Jr:-------------------------------------------------------------------------------..·1
Substitutes used:
••
••
••
Bullwinkel, Whalen, Little,
Mines:
•
Jones,
Sullivan,
MaHagin,
MeAt
the
beginning
of
the
school
year,
a
McCourt,
number of tennis enthusiasts started camFarland.
paigning for an indoor court. With the ••
ALL NIGHT DRUG SERVICE
:
The team is gradually getting into top support of Mr. Haley, who superintended :•
•:
24 WEST PARK STREET
form as the season develops. The pros- the work, an indoor tennis court has :
•
•
KODAK DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
Pects this year are much brighter than been laid out in the gymnasium.
The
court
is
regulation
size
with
plenty
•
•
in years previous, having a larger squad
24 West Park Street
61 East Park Street
:
out for practice than has turned out for of room in back of the base lines. The :
net posts are made in two parts, the
Phone 572
Phone 665
several years.
Kelly,
base
and the pipe post, the pipe part fit- ••
•••
Among those trying out are:
•
The
Frank, a previous Butte High star hav- ting into the socket of the base.
~"------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------~,
ing played on the championship team of
'25.
Kiely. "Honey." Honey played with
the Butte Central last year when they
were runners up to the State Champions

•

! Paxson-Rockefeller Co.

i••
.

!
,
I

!

·

Sigler.

Glenn.

For three

years

.

I

"Sig"

has starred for Coach McAuliffe's teams
on the basketball floor and is going good
this year.
Bullwinkcl, Bill. "Bull" starred with
Central's team in '24 and played with the
Mines team in '25 and. '25. He is still
gOing strong.
Thompson, "Nora." Nora

~,"__----_--

!!

------------------_---------------------------------------------.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1

Shirley Clothes Shop

i 14 NORTH

MAIN

ST.

Suits and Overcoats

Shirley Clothes Shop

$20, $25 and $30

14 NORTH

for Men and Young Men

MAIN

ST.

]"-----~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-------------------------------------------------------------~--------------~I
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This sum, together with what has
WIRAK WRITES HOME
"Break forward at the W'aist."··
already been paid this year, will go far
(Continued from Page Five)
"Small of the back to the rear."
cess. There was not a hitch in any of towards completely wiping out what is 'to do so when he becomes an employed
"Pull that chin out of the breeze; get
the arrangements this year. No squab- owed by the Associated Students, making engineer.
some blood in your face."
bles over eligibility came at the last moit possible that a successful basketball I "Compensation costs are but a small
"Swing those arms properly."
ment as was the case in 1925 and again
season financially Will take the A. S. ,,':partof the total cost of accidents, but
b ,.
in . 1926. The weather man was kind, S. M. entirely out of the "red" before th'
"Let's see some wrinkles in the acs.
1 1
: e engineer shou d earn the cornpen- of your coat."
a Butte eleven was one of the finalists, the end of the present year."
_
.
.sation laws under which he is to operate.
"Tell 'Pa' Perev that I am No. 1 in
and the largest crowd in the history of
Professor scott, who acts as director i The next lecture will be given at the
the interscholastic was present.
of high school football fo~ the M~nt~na usual place after the resumption of school ,the rear rank, first squad, first platoon,
"There was but one visiting team this State High School AthletIc Association, in January.
,third company. Tell Joe Roy that theY
year, the Billings Broncs. Principal M.
gets no financial return for his efforts,
shoot guys like him here. Call up corrr
C. Gallagher, Coach "Cubs" Daylis, the
taking on his shoulders considerable Icrat! (picks a thread the size of a pin and tell him that he would prove no
men on the team, and the three hundred work, much responsibility, and at times head off my coat.)'
I
or so rooters who came from the Sugar plenty of abuse because of his interest
attraction to the women, that he is on A.Y
Me: "No excuse, Sir."
Eeet city were all positive in praising the in high school athletics, because this inSenior: "Get some elbo wgrease on 'a half pint, in other words, a runt.
courtesies shown them by the School of terscholasttc activity keeps the School of that whisk broom of yours-get your chest handsome brute like Marcus McCanna
d
Mines authorities and in commenting on Mines before the general public of the out!"
would get in the first company, an
the excellent handling of the crowd and state which previously did not know Me: "Yes, sir." (My chest is now out would have a special guard to keep the
of the game at Clark Park. They also there was such an institution as the to infinity).
'Womenaway.
enjoyed the spirit of welcome displayed School of Mines in Butte, and because Senior: "You are hollow chested.
"I am not writing to any women, for
to them by the people of Butte as a the profits assist the A. S. S. M. in fi- Drag your chin in!"
they are too dumb, or maybe because it
whole. Letters sent to Professor Walter
takes more effort. Well, will see you in
nancing its activities.
"What's the 13 general order?"
T. Scott who was in charge of the general
Hades.
" Mr. C. Cota, the student manager also
Me: "Lick the Navy Sir."
With love,
arrangements express this feeling very :deserves credit for his work in straight"I sure would like to see John MeL. R. WIRAK."
definitely and complimentarily.
.ening up the A~S. S. M. finances.
He Carthy come in here when I am an up"The checking of accounts followingthe .has paid off all bills contracted for this perclassman, Wow!! 'Sweet days.' the
game is not yet complete owing to the year by the A. S. S. M. or other student way the boys sail after the fellows from
fact that some of the bills have not yet lorganizations whose activifles have been ltheir own states. 'Pullin your chin;
been received but some of the figures may ,O.K'd by the Executive Committee.
In I Shoulders out and down; Suck up that
be released at this time. The total at- .addition, he has paid off a total of $1,- 'gut, Mr. Dumbsquirt; Carry your chest
tendance was 7,313,of whom 525 were in ;082.11 on old bills. Of this sum, $600 out; CARRY IT OUT NOW!'
'Eyes
the free kid section at the end of the .came from the proceeds of the High front and center," etc. to infinity.
field. The paid admissions totaled 6'-school championship game. The profit
"Right now, Murph, old dog, I am
,'.
599 and the total receipts were $5,770.50·cn the program for the above game was I parting the one-half inch that I have
Clark Park's share of these receipts Slightly over $80. This is still on hand left of my hair right down the middle
The NEIV YORI(
amounted to $1154.10,in return for which as is $250 from the championship game of my illustrious dome because some senShoe Shining and Hat Oleaning
the park furnished all ticket sellers and [proceeds.
dor likes it that way. We get hair cuts
Phone 94
collectors, all police, and put the playing
every week, and, boy, they are haircuts!
67 'V. iPark St., Butte, Mont
field in order. It took about fifty paid SERIES OF LECTURES CONTINUES The upper classsmen think my chest is .:.__
'+
employees of the Park to handle this
(Continued
from Page One)
fine, but they have discovered a horrible
work which was well done in every reHe stated that selection of machinery sway in my back. Baby, I am sure work- ~
spect. The total amount turned over to for its certain work depended upon the !~ngto get it out. Every meal formation.
Professor Scott from the gate was $4,- factors of installation, cost of operation, [.dUringwhich we march to the end of
616.40, after the Clark Park share was and efficiency. He pointed out the ad-jthe hall, I hear such exclamations as
deducted.
vantages and disadvantages of electrical 'this:
"While the total cost of the game can- generation by means of steam and diesel "Mr. Wirak, you are sway backed."
not yet be given accurately because some engine power and compared their costs
of the bills are not at hand, it will run with that of central power plant. Other
a little over $1,300.00 paid for the ex- topics included hoists, and their classipenses of the Billings and the Butte fication, compressors, hoisting rope, and
teams, for trophies and individual awards, safety factors, in detail. Mr. Moser gave
for the annual dinner to the teams, for out valuable information on mine unwat:.:1
We believe we serve the best holiday din.I!~
printing and advertising, for telephone ering by means of air lift, and sump ~
ners, and can save the housewives all the
and other communications, for officials, pumping, with comparison of plunger and •
work. A trial will convince you of our
enjoyable luncheons.
and for other incidentals. This is sev- centrifugal pumps.
On December 14, Mr. John L. Boarderal hundred dollars less than the cost
of the games for the past three years man, Head of the Safety Department of
when two' elevens had to be brought the Anaconda Copper Mining Company
.spoke on the various duties of his departfrom a distance.
120 WEST PARK STREET
BUTTE, MONTANA
the
"Under the rules for the championship ment. He stressed particularly
,,_tl_t, ... ,,_t,.-.,.:·
game, the two competing schools and the .causes for major accidents.
.
i
"There
is
probably
no
grea.ter
menace
School of Mines split the profits, if there
are any, among the three of them.
The ;to safety underground than that of fire,'
share of each will run this year probably lsays Mr. Boardman, "and every possible
a little under $1,100.00. There are cer- precaution should be taken to prevent
tain costs of administering the district .tt. A very large majority of fires underplan of handling high school football in .ground are caused by defective electrical
••
••
Montana that cannot be charged directly equipment. Open flame lamps are also
against the receipts from the champion- a prominent cause of fires in mines. To
•
\
ship game but which must come from prevent fires, all electrical conductors, ex•••
the share of the School of Mines. These cept trolley wires, should be enclosed in
costs for the year past will -amount to apvproved conduits. All switches, fuse
••,•
-EVERYTHING NEEDED TO CONDUCT A MINEabout $150.00, most of the sum being boxes, and transformers should be fire,
•
LARGE OR SMALL.
,
for printing, telephone and telegraph, proofed and when possible, located away
••,
and traveling expenses of the director in from such places where the usual activi-MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
dealing with the high schools.
It is ties of the mine would interfere with
•
proposed to set aside an interscholastic them.
fund of a hundred dollars to care for J "When the full cost of accidents is
•,
,
some of the year-round expenses of ad- conSidered, the prevention of accidents
Every
ministration. After this is done, it is warrants a considerable effort.
BUTTE, MONTANA
, . MAIN at QUARTZ ST.
estimated that there will be somewhere ,prospective mining engjneer should"include
accident
prevention
in
his
training
approaching $850.00 to be applied to_"L .• _.
,;;;;-'.1
wards paying off the debts of the A. S. ,preparation," becaitse"he will""be'obliged
(Continued
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JUNIOR

................._._

forty sets of games would have to be
Freshman

sharpenlng.vMr.

NOTES

(Continued from Page Four)

One)

round robin system of playing can be emPloyed. However. should the number
reach thirty. some four hundred and
PlaYed. (Will the

PageBeven

Myhre said..
the Board for power-driven pencltsharpThe trip was very instructive. and we eners in all classrooms.
Gilbert excused the Met lab class and ac- wish to thank Mr. Roy Alley. President
of the company. and Mr. Myhre. for their
After an extensive canvass of the stu-,
companied them.
kindness in accomodating us.
dent body. it was ascertained with great
Arriving at the plant. which is situated
:-:-: : ::::: :: : ::. difficulty. how
.. the more prominent memin the old Gray Rock mine yard. via the
.:.
...........
t bel'S are gmng to divert themselves, in
Electric street Railway. we were intro-

PLAYERS

from

ACROPOLITAN

class in

Algebra' figure this out.)
This would duced to Mr. John Myhre. Master MeCompelthe use of some elimination sys- chanic, who gave a brief lecture of the
steps taken in manufacture
of the
tern.'
Hawkesworth Detacheable Bit. He then
There have been fifteen names turned
proceeded to escort us through. explainin to Co~ch McAuliffe so far and, there ing each and every operation in minute.
Willbe several more to come in in the detail.
.
early part of January. Those who have
We were taken from the steel racks
tUrned in their names so far are: Hi
(Colonial cruciform steel is used) to the
llall. Si Mahagin, Heinie Hinrichsen.
billeting machine. where the steel is cut
Rosy Ryan. Tim Dennehy. Babe Bjorup into four-inch lengths. The billet is
gUm.Hintalla. Redlin, Talpt, O"Connor. then heated to a forging temperature. and
Sahinen. Newton. Williams. Wenaas and placed in a drop-forging machine which
Weyerstall. There seems to be a reluc- presses it into a die. making a roughly
tance on the part of many Freshmen formed bit. It next is placed in a trimPlaYers to enter the tourney. Just why
ming machine which shears off the rough
this Sho~ld be is hard to understand
edges or excess steel. leaving a nice forgSinceeveryone cannot take the first place ing that is now ready for annealing. To
and the best way to improve your "bat- do this the bi.s are placed in large casks
ting average" is to play with those who with iron fillings and oil. placed in furcan "trim" you.
nace, heated slowly. and cooled slowly.
The first tourney of handball was held covering a period" of many hours. They
right after the completion of the gym in are then passed through a weak solution
1926. Don Noel came out as the win- of sulfuric acid to remove scale and
uer, Last year Walter Murphy cam out washed well. The steel is now soft and
on toP., Murphy is now at the State Col- ready for the milling machine. which
14cuts the patented dovetail and grooves,
lege at Bozeman and has shown his for joint with the shank. in the back end
lvrInestraining by beating Bozeman's last of the bit. which is about one inch beYear's champion in the first game of a hind the cutting edge. The cutting edges
Series held this year.
of the bit are next ground to remove all
When the singles have been played off. scale. which would retard fine tempering.
a series of doubles will be started which and then passed to the hardening and
Willbe well along in the spring.
tempering operation. Here the bit is
placed in a molten lead bath with carbon. brought to 900 degrees F. then rePRESIDENT
eRA VEN RESIGNS
(Continued from Page One)
moved to a cyanide bath. taken from it
ad.dition to acting as chief executive to when 1460 degrees has been reached. and
the institution. he has instructed classes slowly immersed in water. The finishin calculus. hydraulicks. mechanics. ther- ed product is now placed in boiling water
ll1.odynamics and power transmission,
and allowed to remain there for 18 hours
There are undoubtedly many students
for further drawing.
The shanks are
Whoregret seeing Mr. Craven leave. for
roughly formed in an air dOllY:milled to
as Governor Erickson said to one of the conform with the milled portlOn of the
stUdents going to Helena at the state bit and hardened a lIttle.
board's meeting last Friday. "Mr. Craven's
We were next taken to the resharpenCharacter is unassailable. and his teach- ing shop where dull bits from the mines
'
'. a revolvmg
ing ability is not questioned."
are brought.
to be placed m

......................

t~~.~~~~g~~~~~!!11

th~::~.:.f::e::s~nd
Fitchen will op•••••••••••••
erate a private school during the two
Rumor has it that an excellent oppor- weeks. Dec. 16-Jan. 2. Expert tutelage
tunity has been overlooked by one of our in the principles of Trigonometry will
_
fall' Co-Eds in the Sophomore class. The be offered and all backward. students
are
chemistry class expressed its willingness
(urged to attend. Prof. Adami is sponto donate two tickets ($1.65 each) for
/sormg this innovation.
the "Cradle Song" to one Greentrec. a
"Kiely and Kelly." expert entertainers.
~seudo Soph.. on condition that he t.ent fare planning a series of skits and diader the class the favor of escorting i s
lady secretary to the show. Although the

!r.------------------------------------ __~:

tickets were not accepted. the two prin- :
cipals were seen at the show.
In interviewing the parties concern- ,,
ed, the lady affirms the report that the :
,
invitation had been duly given. but that
she had refused the offer. While the
gentleman refused to' make any definite
statement. the general trend of his re- I
marks led us to believe that the failure ,:,
was not due to any lack of effort on his :
part,
Interested members of the class have :
lieen trying to effect a reconciliation. but :,
,
are making headway very slowly. Cheer :
up, Sophomores. the dance is coming.
:
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We hear that the newly formed Bol- ,
shevik association is about to circulate a •,
petition of their own. It seems that ,,
these wild. tl:ouble-making radicals have ,,
discovered something horribly wrong at :
•
the School of Mines. something which ,
can be remedied only by an appeal to ,
,
the Boa.rd of Education. The popularly •,
,
nominated Presidensky of this associa-I ,
tion announces it his intention to petition :

:

~

,,

I

Joe Roy (in Physics Lab):: "Some
d.irty thief stole the extension light from
These bits must be retempered .astfatel.rt~
:.!:.
this experiment."
wards. "A bit manufactured as a
•
P.rof. Bowersox:
+:+
"I have it up in myel"
may be sharpened four times. its :::
Office."
guage being taken down one at each .:.

:

!· LOCkWOOd!
!

.:'
drum which passes them over emery:!:
wheels to form sharp cutting edges, .i.

:

:
:,,
:,
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Page Eight
logues the proceeds from which to be
employed in furnishing the new Co-Ed
room.
Johhny Jones has accepted the offer to
be Santa Claus at the Montana Hardware store this year.
The "Dean" is planning a strenuous
week of knitting in order to while away
the dreary hours made almost unbearable by the absence of his merry charges.
The occupants of "Monte Carlo" are
all being good boys with the hope that
Christmas Morning they will find a box
of new card tricks in their stocking. They
fear that the rest of the boys will soon
be getting on to the ones they have been
using so successfully up to .this time.
Norman Thomson will again assume
the role of "Committee of One" from
the School of Mines to look after hornecoming college girls. His official headquarters will be, as in the past, at the
Great Northern, Northern Pacific, and
Wilwaukee Depots at train time.
Jake Brunner will have to work every
night during the holidays in order to
save up enough money to buy Babe Ruth
candy bars for several obliging Co-Eds.
A meeting of 'the Sophomore Class was
held December 9. Suggestions were made
concerning the class dance which will be
held in' the near future. A tentative
date was chosen as Jan. 11, but nothing
definite
was
whenever
h
lt tsdecided.
zt
thButSch
I f M'and
w erever I IS given,
e
00
0
mes
students can be sure of an enjoyable
evening. ,
We hear that John Blixt has been going up to Dublin Gulch, calling. If so,
it is a big year for the Scandihoovians:
Lindbergh sailed across the Atlantic,
Johnson licked Jeffries, and Blixie goes
courting safely in the shadow of Hungry Hill.

-

ACROPOLITAN

su~q an extent that we proceeded to ask
her a, few questions, which she most
graciously answered.
"What do I consider the future of the
Co-Ed Club? Beyond the peradventure
ofa doubt, it will become, in time, the
greatest of the world's organizations. It
will influehce the destiny of men, and
its mernbrs will be recognized as the leadIng powers of -the world. When will this
take place? Oh, that is not for me to
say-but, mark my words, this prophecy
is not unfounded, and what I say will
some day come to pass.
"What is my favorite hobby? Why,
at present, it is riding in Lulu." Lulu
is what Her Majesty fondly calls her
Super-Sixty Limousine, almost palatial in
its magnificence.
\ "My greatest failing is for bright
colors." Miss McGregor, with a graceful
gesture, held up her ermine robe to disclose a scarlet satin lining.
"My favorite dish is tapioca puddingprepared, of course, by my head chef.
"What do I think of flappers and jazz?
The two greatest influences of present~ay life.

December 23, "1!}27

charge of the mine exhibits and mine
models,

CO-ED BASKETBALL
That the Co-Eds are in earnest is obvious from the way they have been practising for the last two weeks.
Leroy
"Fat" Matlock, has obligingly consente~
to coach the inexperienced, but willing
to learn, basketball aspirants, and everyday finds him and seven Co-Eds on the
gym floor.
'

I

Mr. Alex McDonald certainly made tile
best of his trip to San Francisco. After
attending to business matters, Alex kept
the telegraph wires pretty warm until
he was able to persuade Miss Florence
Greenfield, of Butte, to come to FriSCO
where all arrangements were to b made
for them to enter into a life partnershiP·
Miss Greenfield and Mr. McDonald

were married, after some delay, on No'
Undoubtedly, the material is poor-and vember 29, at the Episcopal church. Of
you know how girls play basketball. How- course the delay was in no manner the
ever, "Fat" has been showing the girls fault of the parties concerned. After a
some clever plays and passes, which will trip to Los Angeles and other points in
::Cken. the game and make it more California, Mr. and Mrs. McDonald reo
eresting to the spectator-If the girls
turned to Butte and are now residing at
remember the plays.
The team plans to play preliminaries the Mueller Apartments.
Alex stated that the Californians are
to the Mines' games against the Centralites, K. C. "All Stars," and "Y" exceptionally slow when the marriage
question is involved, as it takes three daYS
squads.
before the final knot is tied, whereas ill
----------Butte the same act can be accomplislled
::~:..:••:••:..:.. :.. :.. :..:.. :..:..:.. :.. :..:..:..:..:.. :..:.. :-: .. :-: .. !.
in as efficient and permanent manner
"Who will be the next president of the
'i' in fifteen minutes.
United States? Why-er-"
and at that
:.::
We extend our best wishes and con'
moment her private secretary appeared
•
to announce that the Prime Ministers .:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:-:-: ..:••:..:..:..:..:-:-: ..:~:: gratulations to Mr. and Mrs. McDonald.
Mr. Arthur A. Zentner, Class 1911, is
of Roumo-Slovakia desired an audience
so, with another beauteous smile fro~ ' tn..e author of a very excellent article, enMr. J. Clarke Johnston, Class 1909, is
,the throne, we beat a hasty retreat.
tItled, "A Review of E'lectrolytic Zinc now residing at Sheridan, Montana.
'PIa.nt Practice," published in the Engineermg and Mining Journal on DecemA meeting of representatives of the
CONGRATULATIONS,TIMMY
bel' 10th.
Alumni Associations of the four units of
Mr . Zentner descnibes the practice of the Greater University of Montana, was
Oh, how lucky! And if he hadn't been the earlier, zinc plants, and the differ- held at the Silver Bow Club on saturcaptain of the football team, he wouldn't ent steps of advancement up to the pres- day, November 19th, for the purpose of
have been so favored. But, some people ent time, The practice of standard plants discussing ways and means for assisting
have all the luck. However, this isn't of today is reviewed in a very clear and in a campaign to obtain adequate fundS
telling the story.
concise manner. The students and the for the maintenance of the different
One Timothy, Theodosius Dennehy was alumni need not hesitate to include this units of the University after the expira'
.: :..,: :-: : : : :: :-:-: : : : : :-:-: : : ::-:-:.
h
A accused of misappropriation of the state's article in their files for future reference. tion of the present mill and one-half talC
funds and preparations for his trial were
Congratulations are due Mr. Zentner levy in December, 1928.
immediately begun.
Ceil Maillet was and we hope that we shall be able to
Executive members from each institu'
chosen
chairman,
or
judge,
and
appointread
additional
reports
in
the
future.
Mr.
tion
were also present and each express'
.:-:-:-:-:-: :-:-:-: :-:-:-:-:-:-: :-:-:-:-: : : : :.
LITTLE INTERVIEWS WITH FAMOUS ed a jury of three; Billie Burke Kilroy, Zentner sailed for a trip to Europe on ed his view for meeting the situation,
Bob Cooke, and Herman Bowersox. Kath- December 10th.
The following members represented tile
PEOPLE
erine Lee was' the prosecuting attorney;
School of Mines Alumni Association:
We entered the private office of the Theodore Rodlin, the attorney for the deMr. Walter D. Clincll,
George Vivian, Murl Gidel, Clifford l\1i!lt·
. N
.
class 1912 re- . k
nd
honorable president of the Co-Ed Club f ense, ora McBnde, clerk of the court. cently spent a few days in B tt
b'
WIC, John Norton, John F. Dugan a
with more than a little trepidation, it I,witnesses
against the defendant were ness and visiting Wl'th h'IS paren.
u ets°n USIcommittee con'
M
Mr A. E. Adami. A survey
'
ni
must be admitted. Not every day does
ary Hawks, Emmett Connolly, Peter ):Clinch is Mill Superintetident of th~ sisting d one member from each alum,
a mere reporter, even one who has such George and Margaret Kelly; witnesses Dunwell Mines, Lt. at St
t
association was named to draw up sorne
an iJlustrious journal as the Acropolitan for the defense, Elizabeth Brinton, whose
ewar , B. C.
,definite working plans.
The commit'
behind him, get the chance to interview testimony was remarkably well rendered,
--tee members are Mr. G~rge Shepard.
one of the Powers That Be, and when Vivian Quinn, Dan Harrington, and
Mr. Fra~k D. Cannon, Class 1917, for- UniverSity of Montana, Chairman; l\1isS
that chance comes, it· is one to cause the James Leary.
merly ASSIstant Foreman at the Badger Genevieve Alberson, Dillon Normal, 1\'11'.
e
stoutest heart to beat a little more rapidThe arguments waxed hot during the ~tate Mme, Butte, has accepted a po- Harry E. Morris, state College at Boz '
ly, the strongest knees to quiver a bit. trial and the modern Portia, as the law- sltJon as Mining Engineer with the United man, and Mr. A. E. Adami, School of
.t
t
States Bureau of Mines. Mr. Cannon has M'
B tt
mes, u e.
So I was no strange that our knees yer for the defense termed the judge, b
were playing a tune and our tongue was was called on frequently to overrule or een located at the Bureau of Mines staMention should be made of the fact
tion at Pittsburgh since November 7 th t thO
t·
th ft'
tile
so dry we couldn't utter a word when sustain objections. Some witnesses, on
a
IS mee mg was
e irs 111
her private secretary ushered us from both sides, perjured themselves, and oc- where he has been taking an advance~ history of the educational institutiOns.
the crowded outer office into the inner casionally the lawyers wanted to, and in- course in Mine Safety and Rescue ~vork. where representatives of the different
sanctum. But a surprise was in store sisted on testifying. Even the jury Mr. Cannon will be in Butte for a few alumni associations gathered to consider
i
for us. The chief executive, supposedly seemed anxious to play an active part days during the Christmas holidays, af- problems of interest to all. The signif '
so cold and austere, greeted us gracious- all the way t.hrough, as was manifested tel' which he will spend a short time in cance of the meeting cannot be fore'
ly, with a charming smile wreathing her by their helpful hints.
Salt Lake City and then go to Berkeley, told, but who knows but what it rnaY'
regal countenance.
However, the facts were there.
He (Cal., where he will make his headquar- prove to be the corner stone of one of
Almost overcome with surprise, we was guilty. He had "ditched" classes, ters.
the greatest organizations in the state of
er
managed to stammer forth the request and if "cutting" classes cannot be termMontana, for the promotion of higll
ernS
that she tell us a little about herself, ed misappropriation of state's funds,
Mr. Alex McDonald, Class 1922,were in ducation and the solving of its probl
'
for publication in the famed Acropolitan. specifically laid aside for educational pur- San Francisco in November, in behalf of
"The Acropolitan!" said Miss McGreg- poses,' this cou.-t of justice failed in the the Anaconda Copper Mining Co wh'l
Mr. Frank H. MacPherson, Class 1924~
orl
'or, "That is my favorite newspaper.
I discharge of its duty in the name of Con- the Unit d st t
C
,,1
e ''V'hohas been in charge of the operati CS
e
a es ourt of Appeals re- t the Mt. Washl'ngton Mm'e, at Wiclt ,
should
be most pleased to tell them any- verse, Matlock,
.
_. and God. The sentence 'Viewedth e mi'nmg apex suit of the Clark i!:ontana, for the past two years, is agaill
thing ,;of i.~terest, b,ut l'm really afraid fmposd was.·'rather' light. He 'was sen- Realty Co. versus the A. C. M. Co. Mr.'
)laS
~here is' hothing interesting about me." terlcedto ~escort one of the co-eds to the Steele qualIfied as one of the five geolo ocated in Butte. ~r. MacPherson dent
.: u, er..m,
.
.,
Superinten
. ~ ._ ,.0,,desty refreshed our <courage.·to nex t . Sc·h 00 1··0 f ".Mmes
dance.
gIcal
experts while Mr. McDonald was in- loreen
theappointed
Elm Orlu AsSIstant
Mine.

I
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